KHJA MEDAL
The KHJA Medal is open to junior and amateur members of the KHJA.
Finals to be held at the Rob Murphy Fall Classic in September.
A. MEDAL FINALS AND QUALIFYING CLASSES
To be shown over a course of at least 8 jumps with two changes of direction and any of the following.
1. Combination (ponies set to appropriate distance for height)
2. Roll back
3. Bending line
4. Trot jump
5. Skinny
6. Appropriate testing
USEF tests 1-18 available at www.USEF.org
B. HEIGHT SECTIONS
The following height sections will be offered at the Finals.
1. 3’3”
2. 3’0”
3. 2’6” (riders may not have EVER shown higher than 3’0” in any division)
4. 2’0” (riders may not have EVER shown higher than 2’6” in any division)
**If any rider, regular or local, has shown 3’6” or higher in any division or discipline, they are only
eligible for 3’0” or 3’3”.**
C. ELIGIBILITY
1. Must be a KHJA member prior to showing in qualifying classes for points to count. Non-members
may show in the qualifying classes but points will not count towards the finals.
2. Qualifying period is from Sept 30 of current year to Sept 1 of following year.
D. QUALIFICATION
1. Regular Member
A. Accumulate 30 points in age group equitation in the following over fence classes at rated shows.
1. Short stirrup (2’)
2. 11 and under (2’3”)
3. 12-14 equitation (2’6“- 2’9”)
4. 15-17 equitation (3’0- 3’3”)
5. Adult equitation (3’)
6. Taylor Harris or Ariat Adult medal (3’)
7. USEF medal (3’6”)
B. Regular members may enter the KHJA medal at local shows in the height section equivalent
to there respective age group equitation at rated shows.
2. Local Members
A. Accumulate 30 points in the following medal classes offered at non-rated shows. KHJA shows
are encouraged to offer all height sections and combine if entries warrant.
1. 3’3”
2. 3’
3. 2’6”
4. 2’
B. Riders must compete in the finals in the highest height qualified.
C. Points awarded as follows: 10-6-4-2-1-½
E. FINALS
1. Each height section will show over fences and will be invited back for additional work on the flat.
Each phase of the class will count 50%. No martingales for flat phase. To be judged on equitation.

Placing 1-6.
2. The top 2 riders in each section will be invited back for a work off. The work off will be determined
by the judges and can be a shortened course, a question, USEF tests 1-18, or any combination
thereof.
3. Ribbons will be awarded through 4th place with the winner receiving a perpetual trophy and cooler.

